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1. Letter from the HOs

Dear Official,

If you are reading this it means that you are a participant of Zaragoza

2019 - 14th National Selection Conference of EYP Spain! It is our

biggest pleasure to have you in the session. Here you will find a few

guidelines on how to get to the session, hence we encourage you

to read it closely.

You are expected to arrive at Zaragoza before 16:30 Wednesday the 

2nd of April.

Marina Bueno, Susana Carreras & Elena Vela

Head Organisers of Zaragoza NSC 2019

2. Getting to Zaragoza by Plane
Zaragoza’s airport is quite small and there are only a few flights each 
week. But, if you fly from London-Stansted, Brussels-Charleroi, Mi-
lan-Bérgamo, Munich, Venice, Cluj-Napoca, or Bucarest you are 
lucky because there is a direct flight available. There are also national 
flights from Palma de Mallorca, Malaga, and Santa Cruz de Tenerife.

If you live anywhere else or the flights that exist do not fit your sche-
dule, we strongly recommend you to fly to Barcelona or Madrid and 
then get the bus or the train from there to Zaragoza. Madrid has only 
one airport (Barajas) and so does Barcelona with El Prat de Llobregat.

If you fly to Madrid or Barcelona, here are a few tips on how to get from
the airports to the respective train stations:

Madrid
There is a “cercanías” train line, the C1 that departs from Terminal T4
every 30 minutes and connects the airport with one of the 2 train 
stations (Puerta de Atocha).
- Duration: short train ride = 25 min.
- Cost: A C1 ticket costs 2,6€, but it is free if you are traveling on the
high-speed train (called ‘AVE’ (“Alta Velocidad española”)) to Zaragoza.

Barcelona
There is a train line, R2 that departs from Terminal T2 every 30 minutes
that connects the airport with the train station.
- Duration: 19 min. Then, at the train station, you can find the
high-speed train to Zaragoza.
- Cost: around 50 euros, although it is cheaper the earlier you buy the
ticket!



3. Getting to Zaragoza by Train

Zaragoza has got one train station called “Zaragoza-Delicias”. If you 
live in Marseille, you are lucky, because you have a direct connection 
to Zaragoza by train (6 hours and 22 minutes, 80€). If you live in Pa-
ris, you can get a train to Barcelona and from there one to Zaragoza 
(10 hours, 100€). Also, if you live in Lisbon, you can travel to Madrid 
by train, and from there to Zaragoza (12 hours, 70€ (only available 
overnight)). 

Zaragoza has very good railroad connections with Barcelona, Ma-
drid, Seville, Cordoba, Malaga, and Girona. You can buy any train 
tickets here.

Train Journeys from Madrid
- Cost: between 30-50€ (it depends on the time of the day you are travel
ing)and it is cheaper the sooner you buy it.
- Duration: 1 hour and 15 minutes. It is the fastest way to travel from
Madrid to Zaragoza.
These high-speed trains normally offer wifi service, free headphones,
and a movie is always displayed. It is also the best way to admire the
landscape and to work with your laptop. You can buy your tickets here.

Train journeys from Barcelona
- Cost: between 30-50€ (it depends on the time of the day you are tra-
veling)
and it is cheaper the sooner you buy it.
- Duration: 1 hour and 40 minutes. It is the fastest way to travel from
Barcelona to Zaragoza.
You can buy your tickets here.

4. Getting to Zaragoza by bus

Zaragoza’s train station is also a bus station. There are bus lines avai-
lable from all over Europe. Further information is found here. Unfortu-
nately, the website is only available in Spanish. Therefore if you wish 
to come by bus, tell us where you’re from and we will contact you and 
explain to you what your possible options are.

Bus rides from Madrid  airport to Zaragoza:
There is a direct bus connection from Madrid’s Barajas airport to Zara-
goza. The bus departs from Terminal T4.
- Cost: 17€ 
- Duration: 3 hours 30 minutes - 4 hours long.
You can buy your tickets here.

Bus rides from Barcelona airport to Zaragoza: 
Unfortunately, there is no direct connection to Zaragoza on a bus from 
Barcelona’s airport. However, you need to go to the bus station “Bar-
celona-Nord” (how to do it is explained here). Then you need to get 
the bus to Zaragoza. 
- Cost: 15€ 
- Duration:  3 hours 30 minutes - 4 hours long.
You can buy your tickets here.



5. Getting to Zaragoza by Car

Zaragoza is very well connected to Madrid and Valencia via a Highway. 
It’s also well connected to Bilbao and Barcelona via a Tollway. There 
is a direct connection to France in the north, but it is only a ‘national 
road’, not a highway. The same thing happens with the connection to 
Castellón.

Summing up if you come from France, you should come from the East 
and travel to Barcelona and from there to Zaragoza. Traveling from Za-
ragoza to Barcelona usually takes 3 hours and 15 min. Traveling from 
Zaragoza to the French border takes about 5 hours. Speed limitations 
in Spain are 120 km/h in highways, 90-100 km/h in ‘national’ roads, 50 
km/h in cities and normally 30 km/h in one-way-roads.

6. How to get to the Hostel

The Hostel is Hotel Rio Arga, located in Calle Contamina, 20, 50003 
Zaragoza. 

From the Airport

TAXI/ CAR
- Duration: 22-minute taxi ride away
- Cost: Around 15 euros (but prices may vary) 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Walk 10 minutes to bus stop number 769 and getting bus line 604 with 
direction to Zaragoza. After 10 stops (a 14 minute ride) until bus stop 
(330) - Av. Navarra, 3. A 1-minute walk from there is bus stop Ps. María 
Agustín 37. You can get bus line 22 with direction to Las Fuentes, 3 stops 
until Coso 54. A 6 minute walk away from the bus stop is the Hotel. 
- Duration: 45 minutes in total. 
- Cost: 1’35€ per bus ticket (which you can buy on the bus).

From the Train Station

TAXI/ CAR
- Duration: 17 minutes long
- Cost: A taxi from the Zaragoza-Delicias Train Station would cost around
8 euros (but depending on the traffic this may change).

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
There’s bus line 34 with direction to “Cementerio” which passes every 8
minutes by the train station.
- Duration: 28 minutes to get to the Hostel.
- Cost: Each bus ticket costs 1,35 Euros.



7. Useful information

EMERGENCY CONTATCS
- Taxi

Madrid:
+34 91 547 82 00

Zaragoza:
+34 976383838
+34 976424242
+34976757575

Barcelona:
+34 933 033 033

- National Police - 091
- Local Police - 092
- Ambulance - 061

Participant Support and Events:

Rebeca Cires +34 648 729 925
María Moro +34 695 645 634
Bryce García - (+34) 655 85 96 56

Head Organisers:

Marina Bueno +34 619 003 983
Susana Carreras +34 616 603 975
Elena Vela +34 616 053 603

8. Follow us!

Thank you for your attention! We are looking forward to meeting you. 
Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us.

Email - Zaragoza2019@eype.es

Website - Zaragoza2019.eype.es

Facebook - @Zaragoza2019

Instagram - @eypespana




